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Summary
The Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment area is 1670.9 hectares in size and is one of six sub-catchment
areas within the larger Eastern Yar Catchment. It extends from the Arreton and Mersley chalk
downs in the north, to just north of Bathingbourne and just south of Apse Heath in the south. From
just west of Arreton in the west to just east of Alverstone Garden Village and Borthwood in the east.
The area includes the villages of Arreton and Newchurch, large 20th century housing developments
at Alverstone Garden Village and Winford and more dispersed farmsteads and hamlets.
The underlying geology of the area includes Upper and Lower Chalk (downland in the north of the
sub-catchment), Upper Greensand immediatley below the chalk creating undulating rolling hills and
sloped fields, narrow bands of Gault clay, Carstone and Sandrock in an east/west alignment at the
base of the downs creating some wetter areas and the location of natural spring lines, to the wide
open fairly flat Ferruginous Sands of the Arreton Valley in the south. A small sandstone outcrop is
found at Redway in the west of the area.
The Isle of Wight Historic Landscape Characterisation provides information on the character of
today’s landscape based on historic land use and changes to field patterns and enclosure. In this
sub-catchment the landscape has been significantly influenced by the Knighton, Arreton, Hale and
Heasley estates, and Quarr Abbey which had an interest in both Arreton and Heasley.
Most of the field patterns outside of the valley floor in todays landscape are derived from the
enclosure of waste/common/heathland or downland from the medieval period through to the 19th
century. In the 19th and 20th centuries the landscape (particularly in the west of the sub catchment)
was altered through the amalgamation and re-organisation of fields and with the creation of a
number of large prairie fields. Many fields have a north/south alignment perhaps reflecting the
importance of having access to downland, arable land and pasture/meadows. Many public rights of
way trace these routes.
In the valley floor large areas of enclosed meadow or pasture are still evident in the landscape today.
It is likely that these would have been wetter in and before the Middle Ages which would have led to
many areas being referred to as ‘Moor’ giving the sub-catchment its name. In the east of the area
there is still a lage area of grazing marsh alongside the river and its tributaries.
The number of fine manor houses and medieval farmsteads close to the river and in the Arreton
Valley are an indication of the importance of the area in the Middle Ages. Arreton with its
church/manor complex is a particularly good example of an Anglo-Saxon settlement with the church
likely to have acted as a ‘minster’ for a much larger estate extending from the north to south coast
of the Island.
A number of Ancient Woodlands are located in the sub-catchment arguably Borthwood Copse being
one of the most important, having once been a hunting forest for the Lordship of the Island and later
given to the Crown.
Medieval parish and estate boundaries are still evident in the landscape today, particularly in the
east of the area.

Key management issues


Urban pressures – particularly in areas defined as Landscape Improvement Zones in the Isle
of Wight Landscape Character Assessment but also across pasturelands in smaller field
parcels and close to settlements. In this area there is particular pressure from recreational
development such as caravan and camping parks and from smaller scale equestrian
development which should be encouraged to have sympathetic landscaping and land
management approaches.



Change of use / re-use of development sites – such as holiday parks, business parks etc.



Flood plain management – sympathetic farming approaches to limited pollution into water
courses. Management of invasive species.



Boundary features – hedgerow management to retain and strengthen historic boundaries,
investigation of historic Anglo-Saxon parish and estate boundaries.



Woodland and trees – sympathetic management of woodland and field trees with any new
planting strengthening or extending woodland and respecting historic landscapes.



Public access – ensure the significance of the public rights of way which follow historic drove
roads, cart roads and boundaries are understood and proposed diversions carefully
considered to prevent loss of historic routes.

Eastern Yar Catchment Area

The map above shows the complete East Yar Catchment area with each of its six sub catchments.
This report is concentrating on the Eastern Yar Moors sub catchment.

Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment
The following map shows the Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment area. It also shows the viewpoints
from which the panoramic photographs were taken.

Location from
which panoramic
photographs were
taken

View from north of Kern Farm looking south.

View from Arreton Down looking south.

View from Shanklin Down looking north.

The watercourse
The Eastern Yar enters the sub-catchment just north of Little Budbridge Farm at an elevation of less
than 20 metres (AOD). It then flows northeast between Redway Farm and Hale Manor past
Stickworth Hall and then veers eastwards at Horringford alongside the old railway line (now a
cycleway, bridleway (part) and footpath) past Heasley Manor and Langbridge. The river continues
alongside the old railway line from Langbridge through to Alverstone where it flows in a more south
easterly direction leaving the sub-catchment at just west of Alverstone Bridge at an elevation of less
than 10 metres (AOD).
In the west of the area the watercourse flows through meadows and pasture fields, beyond
Horringford it becomes more confined next to the old railway line with grazing marsh to the south at
Parsonage Farm and increasingly is bounded by areas of wet secondary woodland close to the river.
Throughout its course a series of smaller channels feed into the main river draining the meadows
alongside the river.

The wider landscape – an overview
The Isle of Wight Landscape Character Assessment describes the landscape of the Isle of Wight and
defines eleven disticnt Landscape Character Types outside of settlement across the county. Below
are listed the Landscape Types occuring within the Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment area:





Sandstone Hills and Gravel Ridges (Knighton and Redhill)
Landscape Improvement Zones (Hale Common, Harbours Lake, Wacklands, Newchurch,
Queen’s Bower, Alverstone Garden Village)
Chalk Downs (Arreton Down and Mersley Down)
Intensive Agricultural Land (Arreton Valley and south of Winford)

The Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) of the Isle of Wight identifies and describes Historic
Landscape Character Types based on present land use, land management and settlement patterns
which reflect different historical processes in their formation. It also defines and describes the past
landscape character of the Isle of Wight, using a variety of sources, in order to better understand
how this past landscape character has influenced the present historic landscape character of the
area. The Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment falls within the East Wight Chalk Ridge; Newchurch
Environs and Sandown Bay; Arreton Valley and South Wight Sandstone and Gravels Broad HLC Areas
with the detailed HLC database providing information on individual land parcels, enclosure, time
depth, boundaries and other historic environment details.
Nearly half of the sub-catchment lies within the Isle of Wight Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(north of the sub-catchment including Arreton and Mersley Downs and farmland just to the south,
and a more extensive area east of Newchurch including Borthwood Copse).

Landscape change
The Historic Environment Action Plan (HEAP) is based on the findings of the HLC and describes in
more detail the broad HLC Areas across the Isle of Wight. As mentioned above the Eastern Yar
Moors sub-catchment is within the East Wight Chalk Ridge; Newchurch Environs and Sandown Bay;
Arreton Valley and South Wight Sandstone and Gravels Broad HLC Areas. From this and other
documentary sources we can infer that the principal historical processes in the sub-catchment
include:
East Wight Chalk Ridge (Arreton Down and Mersley Down)
















After the end of the Ice Age most of the landscape including the chalk downs became
wooded.
The road running along the downland ridge may be a prehistoric trackway but this cannot be
proved.
There is evidence of clearance of small areas of downland as early as the 4th millenium BC.
Extensive woodland clearance for grazing and culivation took place from the Bronze Age
from 2300 BC with burial mounds also being constructed on the downland at this time
(Arreton Down (known as Michal Morey’s Hump named after its use for the hangman’s
gibbet and the execution of the 18th century murderer Michal Morey) and Mersley Down).
An early Bronze Age hoard of weapons was also found on Arreton Down in 1737.
There is evidence of prehistoric, Roman and medieval field systems in some parts of the
downland (Mersley Down) suggesting cultivation from early times.
Anglo-Saxon secondary burials often took place on exisiting Bronze Age round barrows and
also in new barrows. (Arreton Down).
Chalk downland was apportioned between individual manors within each parish and was
often named after these manors. Much of this land was used as manorial common grazing
in medieval times.
Enclosure of chalk downland started in early post medieval period. By the time of the 1793
OS map much of the East Wight Chalk Ridge was divided into enclosures. 19th century Tithe
surveys indicate arable cultivation of some of the larger enclosures.
Small chalk pits at the base of the downs are likely to be post medieval in date and
associatted with the marling of fields or the making of lime. Lime Kiln Shute leading from
Mersley Down to Mersley Farm, passes close to disused chalk pits. Mersley Limekiln was
located in one of these pits and is marked on the 1898 OS map.
Chalk was also used as a building material close to the downs.
The large chalk pit at Downend on Arreton Down was first opened in the 19th century
although a smaller chalk pit is shown on the 1793 OS map.

Newchurch Environs and Sandown Bay (Mersley Farm, Newchurch village, Winford, Queen’s Bower,
Alverstone Garden Village)



Archaeological remains indicate that the area was utilised from prehistoric times
Clearance of woodland for cultivation was well under way by the Bronze Age period and
some areas of heathland may have been established in the area from late prehistoric times
as nutrients leached from the soils.






















Valley floor peat deposits are an important paleo-environmental record.
Waterlogged timber remains, recently discovered to the west of Alverstone bridge during
the excavation of ponds, are thought to be Iron Age and Roman causeways.
The enclosed late Iron Age farmstead at Knighton provides the earliest excavated evidence
of settlement. A medieval kiln site was also found at Knighton. Iron Age materials have also
been found in Newchurch and on Knighton Down.
To the north of Newchurch prehistoric worked flint has been recorded and a Roman corn
drier excavated. A Roman farmstead may have existed at Mersley Farm.
The medieval ‘mother’ parishes of Newchurch and Brading are in this area with some parts
of this historic boundary still evident in the field pattern of the landscape today.
Domesday Manors in the area include Kerne and Borthwood.
Medieval settlement in the area consisted mainly of scattered farmsteads and hamlets but
Newchurch possessed a parish church and may have had a small nucleated medieval village.
A medieval park and garden was associatted with Knighton Gorges manor house. The house
was demolished in the 1820s but a walled garden with possible remains of a post-medieval
bowling green survives.
Borthwood Forest was a hunting preserve assosctiatted with the Lordship of the Isle of
Wight until 1293 when it passed to the Crown.
o Forest is a medieval term associatted with hunting ground and does not necessarily
mean woodland. Borthwood was probably a mix of woodland, wood pasture and
heathland and would have been used for grazing as well as hunting.
o By 1793 the area of Borthwood Copse corresponds with the area of the copse today.
Prior to this a larger area (just outside the sub-catchment) to the east included two
areas known as ‘Upper Heath or Forest’ and ‘Lower Heath or Forest’.
o Part of Borthwood Copse contains trees formerly managed as wood pasture (trees
pollarded to allow the grazing of livestock below). Another part of the copse was
managed as Oak coppice, the largest of its type on the Isle of Wight and may have
been associatted with the production of bark for the tanning industry.
o Sweet Chestnut plantations were established within the copse, to be used for
coppice products.
In medieval times some of the arable land in this area would have been cultivated in strips
with communal open fields.
In the 16th and 17th centuries some open field cultivation was still taking place at Knighton,
Kern and Borthwood. However by this date most of the arable land had been divided into
hedge closes.
Much of the common land in the area was on heathland.
Rough open grazing was still evident in Winford in 1793. By 1862 much of the common at
WInford had been converted into fields and plantation woodland.
An area of rough grazing land between the chalk downland in the north and the more fertile
greensand beds was formerly grazed as open downland but was enclosed in post medieval
times.
Many of the current field patterns are thought to date from the post medieval enclosure of
waste, heath or common.














Many of the fields between the watercourse and the chalk downs have a strong north/south
alignment with long boundaries in many cases followed by public rights of way. These field
boundaries may also mark historic parish boundaries, land ownership or episodes of
enclosure from waste.
The shape of fields may also reflect the topography of the area and the need to link differing
areas of land use including high downalnd grazing, arable fields, and valley floor meadow
and pasture.
Although many fields have been amalgamated or reorganised but there remains a basic field
pattern that can be traced back to the late 18th century.
Watermills are recorded in the Domesday book associatted with the Manors of Alverstone
and Knighton.
Meadow land in the valley floor was an important resource for providing hay as fodder for
over winterig livestock located on higher drier land. Many of the Manors in the area held
meadow lands oarticularly those located near to the watercourse. This land decreased in
importance in the 19th century die to the availability of alternative food stuffs for livestock.
This and the advent of more effective land drainage techniques led to a decrease in meadow
and and increase in pastureland. Rough grazing land remained in some areas of the valley
floor particularly east of Langbridge, at Wacklands and Knighton.
There is only one reference to a withy bed in the area at Winford in the 16th to 18th century
manorial surveys. Later Tithe maps and 19th OS maps record a number of withy beds in the
area particularly in Newchurch Parish.
Borthwood Copse was acquired by the National Trust in 1926 and 1933.
Alverstone Garden Village on the site of Youngwoods Copse started to be developed before
WWII with forty three houses shown on the 1946 OS map but many more houses were built
in the later 20th century.

Arreton Valley (Apse Heath, Wackland, Horringford, Hale Manor, Perreton, Arreton)








Flint assemblages and crop marks provide evidence of prehistoric activity.
No Iron Age or Roman strcutures have been identified in the area to date.
Early Anglo-Saxon names include Horringford and Arreton.
Arreton was an important Anglo-Saxon estate centre.
o It is likely that this estate would have stretched right across the Island from the
north coast to the south and Arreton Church may have been a ‘minster’ church
serving the whole area. The Medieval parish of Arreton being much larger area than
that of the modern civil parish.
o Arreton Church is one of only two on the Isle of Wight to contain Anglo-Saxon work
and is recorded is in the Domesday Book.
o Some watercourses in the area still mark the historic boundaries of estates and of
the medieval parishes.
Domesday Book Manors recorded in the area include Arreton, Hale, and Heasley.
The vilage of Arreton includes a church/manor complex of Anglo-Saxon origin and a later
probably medieval interrupted-row settlement running south east of the church and manor.



















There are manor houses at Arreton, Heasley, Hale and Redway and a lost manor house site
at Perreton, and other farmsteads of medieval origin evidencing the importance of the
Arreton Valley for agriculure in the Middle Ages.
o Most of the manors are situated close to the valley floor except Arreton which is at
the base of the downs as a spring-line settlement.
o Arreton Manor and Heasley Manor (referred to as a grange) belonged to Quarr
Abbey in medieval times.
o A tithe barn was built at Arreton in the late Middle Ages (now a ruin as its roof was
lost in the 1970s, but an early 17th century dove house remains).
o A watermill was recorded at Arreton in the Domesday survey. In 1200 a fulling mill
was recorded at Quarr Abbey’s grange at Heasley.
Evidence for former open-field cultivation in the area is limited possibly due to post
medieval re-organisation of fields. However, medieval documents relating to Quarr Abbey’s
ownership of Arreton include field names such as West Field, South Field, East Field which
would seem to indicate some land, close to the church manor complex, may have been open
fields in the Middle Ages.
Possible medieval fish ponds at Heasley Manor.
The land between Heasley Manor and Arreton Down contained very regular fields by the
late 18th century.
o The straight green road now known as ‘Shepherd’s Lane’ led through these fields up
to the down and is referred to as ‘the road through the Moor at Heasley’ in a 13th
century agreement. The agreement refers to the use of the road for the carting of
marl from Arreton Down.
In and before the Middle Ages there would have been more extensive areas of low-lying
wetland than are evident in the landscape today. These ‘Moors’ lend themselves to the
name of this sub-catchment. Eventually, many of these areas were drained and became low
lying pasture or grazing marsh.
It is likely that the engineering works associated with the railway line changed the course of
the river through the sub-catchment leading to a more regulated flow through channeling
and drainage ditches. There are no known records of what works were carried out.
Away from the valley floor, on the higher inter-fluvial fields are generally larger and more
regular than in the neighbouring HEAP area to the east. This may suggest enclosure from
heathland or rough pasture. It is possible that the area may have actually been enclosed
from open fields in the 18th century.
Hale Common had been enclosed by the late 18th century. Cottages shown on the 1793 OS
Map may have evolved from former squatters cottages.
o ‘The Fighting Cocks’ pub is located on the former common a reflection of the
dubious nature of the activity that was often undertaken on the margins of common
land. However, it is thought that the actual cock-fighting took place nearby at
Wackland and that the pub may have commemorated this in its name.
There has been considerable loss of original field boundaries through amalgamation and reorganisation of fields in this area leaving scant record of earlier landscapes.
Considerable horticultural glasshouse development and expansion of the vullage of Arrteon
and Newchurch took place in this area in the 20th century.



A number of artificial ponds have been created in the area for irrigation of crops and leisure
use for angling.

South Wight Sandstone and Gravels (small area west of Arreton Cross and Crouchers Cross)







Only a small part of this HEAP area is within the Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment. It
consists of one large field south of the Byway which runs from Arreton Cross over St
George’s Down to Newport and four smaller fields north of the Byway leading up towards
Downend.
The Domesday Manor of Great East Standen lies to the west of this area.
An important linear Anglo-Saxon boundary which crosses the Island from the south coast to
the north runs through this area. It is still evident in some of the field boundaries although
due to amalgamation of the area south of the Byway into a large field part of it may have
been lost.
Part of this area was referred to as ‘West Field’ in medieval records associatted with Quarr
Abbey lands at Arreton, perhaps reflecting its use as open field.

There are sixty five Listed Buildings in the sub-catchment area. Two of these are Grade I (St George’s
Church Arreton and All Saints Church Newchurch). There are two Grade II* structures (Arreton
Manor and a mounting block at Heasley Manor).
There are three Local List entries in the area.
There are three Scheduled Monuments; Heasley Manor site, Michal Morey’s Hump on Arreton Down
and a further bowl barrow burial mound on Arreton Down.
There are two hundred and fifty one undesignated sites.
The medieval parishes of Arreton, Newchurch and Brading are found within the area.

Detailed analysis of HLC data
Using ArcView GIS software an analysis of the HLC has provided the following detailed information
for the Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment area.

Eastern Yar Catchment
Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment
Broad HLC Types

Field Patterns
Horticulture
Open Land

21%
47%
12%
9%

Woodland
6%

1% 4%

Parkland Designed
Landscapes
Valley Floor

Development

It can be seen that the three largest Broad HLC Types are Field Patterns, Development (Settlement,
Communications, Recreation, and Industry) and Woodland.
This report will consider each of these in turn to better understand the time depth and the changes
that have created the historic landscape character of the Eastern Yar Moors sub-catchment.

Field Patterns
Within this Broad HLC Type there are a number of descriptive sub types the proportion of each is
shown in the following chart:
Field Patterns Amalgamated Fields

Field Patterns
by sub-type

Field Patterns Assart(s)
Field Patterns Crofts
Field Patterns Enclosed Downland
Field Patterns Enclosed Heathland

9%
22%

6%

Field Patterns Enclosed Open Field Strips
Field Patterns Enclosed Parkland
1%
1%

20%
14%

Field Patterns Enclosed Pasture or Meadow
Field Patterns Enclosed
Waste/Common/Green
Field Patterns Prairie Fields
Field Patterns Re-organised Field Pattern

4%
3%

5%

13%

1%
1%

Field Patterns Sub-divided Fields
Field Patterns Unidentified Enclosure Type

This map shows the distribution of the various field patterns across the sub-catchment and the same
by era.

Amalgamated fields

These are fields that consist of a
number of historic fields that have
been joined together; they differ
from fields classified as ‘Reorganised’ (see below) in that they
still show evidence of the earlier
field patterns. Amalgamation may
have occurred at various periods
through history. For the Eastern
Yar Moors sub-catchment these
have been mapped on the left.
It can be seen that amalgamation of
fields took place in the 19th and 20th
centuries with large areas being
amalgamated on the fertile
ferruginous sands and alluvial soils
in the valley bottom close to the
watercourse.

Assarts
Only one small area is shown as being
assarted from woodland south of Borthwood
Copse.

Crofts

A croft is a small tenanted farmstead.
Located south west of Arreton Street
this area has the form of medieval
crofts. Extending further to the east
on 19th century Ordnance Survey and
Tithe maps today these fields are
located close to 20th century housing.
One of the areas was known as
Parson’s Croft in medieval times due to
its association with Quarr Abbey later
becoming known as Glebe. The
adjacent field belonged to Winchester
College in medieval times.

Enclosure
The map shows the extent of areas identified as having been enclosed.
Enclosure took place across this subcatchment area and was particularly
extensive in the medieval and post
medieval periods.
Enclosed Downland. A small area at
the base of Mersley Down was
enclosed in the medieval period. Areas
north of Knighton West Wood, north of
Knighton East Wood and north of Kern
were enclosed in the post medieval
period. A small area of rough grazing
pasture was enclosed on Arreton Down
in the 18th century as part of the
Fleming Estate. Areas of Ashey Down
and Mersley Down were enclosed in
the 20th century.
Enclosed Heathland. Kern (Lacherne)
was mentioned in the Domesday
Survey. There are two areas of land at
Kern referred to on the 19th Tithe map
as Upper Heath and Lower Heath; this
along with boundary features may
indicate their enclosure during the
medieval period. At Apse Heath around
Apse New Barn was enclosed as part of Apse Manor in the post medieval period.
Enclosed Open Field Strips. A large area between Newchurch village and Hill Farm north of Palmers
Lane is thought to have been enclosed in the medieval period...
Enclosed Waste/Common/Green. An area close to the Eastern Yar at Stickworth Hall and Fulford
Farm is of medieval date. In the post medieval period further areas at Bigbury Farm, Hill Farm, the
land between Winford Road and Queen’s Bower, around Arreton Manor and at Perreton Farm were
enclosed. Land at Hale Common, and east of Merstone between East Lane and Merstone Lane were
enclosed. A further narrow strip of land alongside Watery Lane at Winford was enclosed in the 19th
century.
Enclosed Parkland. In the 19th century parts of the former parkland and gardens of Knighton Gorges
were enclosed as was an extensive area of land around Heasley Manor including land east of Arreton
Street.

Prairie Fields

These large fields differ from
amalgamated or re-organised fields due
to the size and the loss of internal
boundaries. A large area close to Hale
Manor Farm dates from the 19th and
20th century. Further areas southwest
of Arreton Street (possibly enclosed at
an earlier date from open field or open
field furlongs) and in the southeast of
the sub-catchment southeast of
Princelett are of 20th century date.

Re-organised fields
All reorganised fields date from the 19th
or 20th centuries, except one area south
of Knighton Farm which is of unknown
date.

Sub-divided fields

All date from the 19th and 20th century.

Horticulture
20th century horticultural development is
focussed around the Hale Common,
Wackland and Harbours Lake areas. Much
of the earlier 19th century horticultural /
market gardens in the village of
Newchurch have since been developed for
housing or recreational uses (campsites).

Open Land
Mostly in the north of the subcatchment with the exception of one
area close to Hale Manor open land is
either of unknown date or from the
20th century.

Parkland and Designed
Landscapes
There is one small area of
parkland/designed landscape associated
with the former gardens of Knighton
Gorges.

Valley Floor
Enclosed pasture/meadow of unknown
date - Northwest and southeast of Hill
Farm there are two areas. Further areas
are found alongside the river from Little
Budbridge to Langbridge with another
small area close to Fulford Farm.
Enclosed pasture/meadow medieval
period – southeast of the river at Hale
Manor Farm
Grazing marsh of unknown date –
primarily east of Langbridge, south of
the river from Heasley Manor through to
Langbridge with spurs towards Knighton
and at Wackland.

Woodland
There are four types of woodland in
this sub-catchment.
Ancient Woodland is located in the
northeast of the area at Knighton East
Wood, in the east of the area at Lynch
Copse and Youngwoods Copse and
further south at Borthwood Copse.
Replanted Ancient Woodland is
located in the north of the area at
Knighton East Wood and Knighton
West Wood.
Plantation Woodland is located at
Hale Manor Farm, Apse Heath, on
the edge of Knighton East Wood and
on the edges of Borthwood Copse.
Secondary Woodland is found east of

Knighton Farm, north of Perreton Farm,
in the valley between Wackland and
Horringford and northwest of Alverstone
Garden Village.
The map on the right shows these
woodlands by era. Ancient Woodland by
definition is pre 1600 in date and is
shown as ‘unknown’.

Development

Development includes settlement, mineral
extraction and industry.
The oldest development in the area is of
early medieval date and is located at
Arreton, Hale Manor and Newchurch.
Post medieval development is located at
Knighton.
The remainder and majority of
development is of 19th and 20th century
date.

Tables of Data
Broad HLC Type
Field Patterns
Horticulture
Industry
Mineral Extraction
Open Land
Parkland/Designed Landscape
Settlement
Valley Floor
Woodland
(blank)
Grand Total

%
Area sq. metres
47.3%
11206412.19
6.0%
1019867.817
1.2%
45482.45581
1.2%
196679.8832
4.2%
619633.5517
1.2%
40218.35816
18.6%
1146683.806
9.0%
1645460.699
11.4%
788680.0571
0.0%
100.0%
16709118.82

Development (Settlement, Mineral Extraction and Industry)

21 %

1388846.14 sq metres.

Row Labels
Field Patterns
Amalgamated Fields
Assart(s)
Crofts
Enclosed Downland
Enclosed Heathland
Enclosed Open Field Strips
Enclosed Parkland
Enclosed Pasture or Meadow
Enclosed Waste/Common/Green
Prairie Fields
Re-organised Field Pattern
Sub-divided Fields
Unidentified Enclosure Type
Horticulture
Industry
Mineral Extraction
Open Land
Downland
Rough Ground
Scrub
Parkland/Designed Landscape
Settlement
Valley Floor
Woodland
Ancient Woodland
Plantation
Replanted Ancient Woodland
Secondary Woodland
(blank)
(blank)
Grand Total

Values
%
47.3%
10.2%
0.6%
0.6%
6.6%
1.2%
0.6%
2.4%
0.6%
6.0%
1.8%
9.6%
3.0%
4.2%
6.0%
1.2%
1.2%
4.2%
1.8%
1.8%
0.6%
1.2%
18.6%
9.0%
11.4%
3.0%
3.0%
1.2%
4.2%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

Sum
11206412.19
4228347.143
45461.59097
73359.02024
573889.0288
326036.3177
94505.84859
307838.3379
24270.14953
1931892.344
973047.7618
1821110.9
442405.3412
364248.4055
1019867.817
45482.45581
196679.8832
619633.5517
530518.3215
84649.07069
4466.159496
40218.35816
1146683.806
1645460.699
788680.0571
334693.7572
39494.29642
188812.0854
225679.918

16709118.82

Column
Labels

Medieval

Post
Medieval

18th Century

19th Century

19th & 20th
Century

Early 20th
Century

20th Century

Late 20th
Century

Unknown

(blank)

Grand Total

0.0%

62.5%

65.2%

80.0%

61.1%

63.6%

20.0%

46.7%

33.3%

13.0%

0.0%

47.3%

Amalgamated Fields

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

16.7%

27.3%

0.0%

15.6%

6.7%

0.0%

0.0%

10.2%

Assart(s)

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

Crofts

0.0%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

Enclosed Downland

0.0%

12.5%

13.0%

20.0%

5.6%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

20.0%

4.3%

0.0%

6.6%

Enclosed Heathland

0.0%

12.5%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

Enclosed Open Field Strips

0.0%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

Enclosed Parkland

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

16.7%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.4%

Enclosed Pasture or Meadow

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

Enclosed Waste/Common/Green

0.0%

12.5%

26.1%

40.0%

5.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.0%

Prairie Fields

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.5%

0.0%

4.4%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.8%

Re-organised Field Pattern

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

11.1%

31.8%

0.0%

13.3%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

9.6%

Sub-divided Fields

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

5.6%

0.0%

20.0%

6.7%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3.0%

Row Labels

Early
Medieval

Count of Shape Area

Field Patterns

0.0%

0.0%

17.4%

20.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.7%

4.3%

0.0%

4.2%

Horticulture

Unidentified Enclosure Type

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

13.3%

20.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.0%

Industry

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

11.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

Mineral Extraction

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

1.2%

Open Land

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.4%

6.7%

17.4%

0.0%

4.2%

Parkland/Designed Landscape

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

20.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

Settlement

100.0%

25.0%

4.3%

0.0%

11.1%

22.7%

40.0%

28.9%

20.0%

4.3%

0.0%

18.6%

Valley Floor

0.0%

12.5%

13.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

43.5%

0.0%

9.0%

Enclosed Pasture or Meadow

0.0%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

39.1%

0.0%

6.0%

Grazing Marsh

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

1.2%

Osier Beds

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

Valley Floor Woodlands

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

Woodland

0.0%

0.0%

13.0%

0.0%

16.7%

9.1%

20.0%

4.4%

20.0%

21.7%

0.0%

11.4%

Ancient Woodland

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

21.7%

0.0%

3.0%

Plantation

0.0%

0.0%

4.3%

0.0%

11.1%

4.5%

0.0%

0.0%

6.7%

0.0%

0.0%

3.0%

Replanted Ancient Woodland

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

20.0%

2.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.2%

Secondary Woodland

0.0%

0.0%

8.7%

0.0%

5.6%

4.5%

0.0%

2.2%

13.3%

0.0%

0.0%

4.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

(blank)
(blank)
Grand Total

